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Abstract
Visualization is critical to data analysis and has been used to portray intrinsic structure and pattern of data. However, there have been fewer
study to visualize knowledge on the performance of student with respect to the internet and infrastructure provided by the institution of higher
learning. The objective of this study is to propose a model that capable of visualizing knowledge on student’s performance in the institution of
higher learning. The proposed model was developed through the integration of knowledge generation and decision making models. The
model is believed to serve as a basis for analyzing and evaluation of services provided to the students by their respective institutions.
Keywords: Knowledge Visualization, Prescriptive, Internet Usage, Students Performance.

1. Introduction
Knowledge Visualization has been portrayed to helpful in the rising
examination field through visual methods. In the present period of
mechanical advances, with information is overpowering, the best
possible strategy ought to be utilized with the end goal of access,
dialog, and assessment of every day the board of the individual who
gave solid help to quick access to learning. Despite the fact that the
investigation and examination of extensive informational collections
can be testing, dynamic utilization of perception methods can give
an incredible method to spot significant structures and examples
quickly. This system is broadly utilized in different systematic
representation assignments including exploratory information
investigation, process observing, and detailing results [6]. Besides,
thinks about have focused on that perception gives the client
moment input dependent on the introduced and created results.
As indicated by William S Cleveland [41], "Representation is a
bleeding edge assault and it is a basic part in breaking down
information. It uncovers complex structure in which information
can't be caught up in any capacity". For sure, information mining
approach in learning investigation has been utilized to concentrate
on the extraction of examples from the information point of view,
though Knowledge Visualization can be viewed as a human-focused
way to deal with information disclosure [9]. This has been
demonstrated to have been generally used to show an investigation
of the execution by giving a wide scope of graphically shows in an
exceptionally intelligent condition [14], [39]. The utilization of
perception is probably going to give watchers a few bits of
knowledge into information through the examining of data and
reaching determinations. Consequently, the two information and
data set the phase for the disclosure of experiences which can impact

choices and drive change.
Numerous examinations have utilized representation approach in
execution investigation, explicitly in the field of training. These
days, instructive establishments, schools, and colleges are
exceptionally engaged in investigating scholarly execution for
understudies' scholastically [36]. As for scholastic accomplishments,
scholarly execution is generally acknowledged and utilized as the
evaluation pointer for the nature of instruction. Throughout the
previous two decades, web use among the understudies has been the
most focused on research zone in scholarly execution investigation
[24]. In addition, different examinations have been concentrating on
the conduct to discover the examples identified with web use and
their effect on their separate exhibitions.
Today, the scholastic achievement of understudies in instructive
foundations is the most essential issue which is the focal point of the
administration. [36], [37]. This is to guarantee that the impacts of the
got outcomes give a tremendous effect on the establishment and
comprehension of use's dimension of gave framework by the
administration. In any case, there is developing worry that this
speculation has not brought about wanted objectives of expanding
profitability and nature of understudy. Along these lines, there is
requirement for the administration to audit the understudy's usage of
the gave framework and settle on a choice on the congruity of the
gave web administrations. In this way, the utilization of
representation guarantees interpretation of data into learning,
accordingly speaks to a successful way to deal with enhance basic
leadership and execution [25]. Consequently, accomplishing
compelling choices, bolster developments and anticipate issues
require the manners by which the measures are imagined and
conveyed [22]. Be that as it may, there are troubles to comprehend
the most ideal approach to picture information to individuals
because of variety in the dimension of comprehension [3]. Along
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these lines, the utilization of visual portrayals sorts out data to pass
on learning, to increment mental cognizance and in addition upgrade
correspondence [35].
Besides, the utilization of PC framework application has been
interpretted measurements of a few models towards making the
progress of perception [17]. Be that as it may, perception itself may
not be adequate for basic leadership because of the dynamic size of
the information gathering [4]. Thus, there is requirement for a model
to recommend correct measures to upgrade basic leadership
dependent on representation. Consequently, the conflux of two
developing regions of innovation inside the prescriptive information
and learning representation into another examination bearing gives
new research difficulties. In this way, the goal of this examination is
to propose a model that fit for imagining information on
understudy's execution in the establishment of higher learning by
consolidating these two diverse model which are Knowledge
Generation Model and Decision Making model as a base of the
model.

2. Literature review
2.1. Knowledge visualization
The world has been professed to manage a gigantic measure of
gathered information, where quite a bit of it is inclined to perception
(pictures and recordings). Learning Visualization, which is a basic
part in information the executives intends to exchange and make
new learning through utilizing representation approach. As indicated
by Sabrina Bresciani, Visualizing learning implies mapping of a
realistic with the organizing and perception of sentences definitively
and reasonable. Plus, information representation is alluded to fit in
interdisciplinary field of research that consolidates discoveries of
different sciences. Thusly, it isn't astounding that its idea has been
found among correspondence, business and PC sciences,
subsequently, rouses specialists to ponder it in comparative ways.
Mendel and Yeager [18] contend, perception take diverse jobs all
through the procedure and is an incredible guide in critical thinking.
It can fabricate information in an alternate point of view and give
distinctive thoughts regarding potential future.
Moreover, information representation is explicitly critical in the
beginning periods of misrepresentation examination, where the
specialist is endeavoring to play out a proficient and viable
information investigation and wants to a superior comprehension of
the connections that might be available in an intricate informational
collection. Extortion examiners have as of late perceived the
significance of information representation for misrepresentation
recognition, while the usage has been all the while done [8]. Also,
information representation approach has been utilized by
information agent to help with seeing and understanding information
designs that are steady with deceitful movement.
On alternate hands, analysts have focused on that certifiable
information representation bolsters visual reasoning. This has been
precursor by the human thinking that equipped for handling an
image a lot quicker than a table of numbers. The utilization of data
perception is to guarantee effortlessness of arranging and
comprehension of data [40]. Be that as it may, less examinations
have possessed the capacity to analyze how information perception
method may enable specialists to comprehend examples of
information explicitly in the false movement..

2.2. Student performance and internet usage
Numerous investigations have been led dependent on the dimension
of web use among college understudies as did by Ani [24], Bologna,
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Maccagno, Somazzi, Oehlenschager and Esbry [10] and Laguna
[23]. As per Awais et al [1], understudies with high Cumulative
Grade Point Average (CGPA) utilize the web all the more regularly
for their examinations and increase significantly more learning and
data over the world. Another study also reported that internetcompetent students benefitted most from its usage, thus improving
their academic performance. However, studies by Ellore, Niranjan
and Brown [34] argued that there is no significant relationship
between the usage of internet for study and academic performance.
The influence of the internet on academic performance as shown in
other literature that it could be positive or negative as discussed by
Ogedebe [29] and Cerretani, Iturioz and Garay [26]. This also
contradicts the perception that the enemy's usage of the internet
affects academic performance [30], thus calling for further reviewed.

2.3. Prescriptive analytics and student performance
Previous studies on the internet usage and student performance such
as those conducted by Mat, Buniyamin, Arsad & Kassim [12];
Sikder & Halder [11]; Saeed & Dixit [13]; Kurniawan & Halim [43]
have completely using descriptive and predictive techniques to
evaluate students’ performance. The technique was used to monitor
and evaluate the students’ internet usage and student academic
performance at different year levels prior to the final test towards
forecasting the weaknesses of the students [43]. In other words,
prediction of student academic performance helps the institution to
explore the relationships between student activities on their internet
usage and their academic performance, while the analytic technique
that has been used was proven to be a useful result and impact to the
organization [16]. Thus, the use of prescriptive technique helps
predict students’ performance and enable intervention across
learning process and improve student’s success. However, the spirit
of using analytics in education helps exploration of the huge amount
of data and use the advanced analytic technique which is prescriptive
analytic to inform the policy maker what students should do next in
order to improve their performance [12]. Hence, applying
prescriptive analytics helps to improve students’ performances and
institutional goals and strategies in actualizing quality of education
[44].
According to Micheal Wu [42], prescriptive analytics guide decision
maker towards making decisions. On the other hands, prescriptions
or guidelines are essential in order for a theory to be applicable in
practice and to improve the organization and practices and benefited
from it. [31], [12], [2]. Recently, prescriptive knowledge has been
using in the healthcare environment to assist medical practitioners in
prescribing drugs and also to support a patient’s condition and their
recovery at home [33]. The goal of providing prescriptive or design
knowledge has been debated by several authors [27], thus valuable
to expand the scope of the subject area. However, there is less
research on prescriptive knowledge in the context of IS research as
argued by Seidel & Watson [31] and Iivari [19].

3. Prescriptive visualization model
3.1. Knowledge generation model
The Knowledge Generation model developed by Sacha et. al [5]
shown in Figure 1 adopted by Keim et al. [7] comprises of
components like Data, Models, Visualization and Knowledge
representation in the process stage. This model is split into two parts,
with the model consists of a computer and human parts. The PC
framework with information, perception and expository models [45],
and the human part which demonstrating the intellectual procedures
related with a diagnostic session.
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Figure 1: Knowledge generation model

3.2. Decision making model
The decision-making model is conceived to consist of six major
modules as shown in Figure 2. The model was developed by
Minstzberg, Raisinghani and Theoret (1976). It contains three-phase
model; identification, development and selection phase.
Figure 3: Prescriptive visualization model

The Prescriptive representation was produced by adjusted Decision
Making model through the incorporation of thinking components
[49]. Commonly, perception models are characterized at a lowdimension of deliberation since it ought to contain the data that is
expected to actualize the framework [28]. The mix of learning and
thinking are known as detailed objective embraced in Figure 1.

4. Prescriptive visualization model for student
performance

Figure 2: Decision making model

3.3. Conceptual model
The Knowledge Generation display as recommended by Sacha,
Stoffel. A, Stoffel.F and Kwon [5] is received which comprise of
two sections; PC and human parts. The segments spoke to in Figure
1 would be increasingly consummated by including psychological
and thinking components. This has been contended that framework,
human [46], insight and thinking are the most imperative segments
to make an interpretation of the visual into learning [5]. As per
Mayer (2002), gaining from visual models is an intellectual
procedure that includes various mental procedures as clarified in the
psychological hypothesis of mixed media learning [20]. In view of
this line of reasoning, it is trusted that the subjective procedure of
representation can be the important parts to be included the model.
A total investigation of visual examination requires an investigation
of computational investigation as well as a comprehension of what is
sensibly broke down. The thinking can be joint effort among people
and furthermore perception, be that as it may, it can fill in as a
communitarian exertion between numerous clients [47] and different
representations. Henceforth, it is the procedure of deciphering the
aftereffects of the computational examinations and information
displayed inside the perception [48].

The model created is intended to fulfill a specific purpose. In this
study, the researcher will illustrate this model can be applied in
determining the student performance based on their internet activity
and will apply prescriptive analytics to formulate the
recommendation and solutions for educational institution to solve
student performance issues.
As a basis for Prescriptive Visualization model, the researcher takes
and extends the Knowledge Generation model by Sacha et. al [5].
This model will combine with cognitive and reasoning analytics to
process the data and mapped to visualization using dashboard. The
function of dashboard is to visualize and display the result which has
been process in interactive way in order to get the clear picture. This
stage will transform the data and information into knowledge and it
will require the cognitive ability of mapping data into knowledge
through a great mind. In the context of student performance, the
student internet activity was analyze to observe internet frequency,
time spending on the internet, the log files that frequently accessed
and which type internet services that have been browsing. After the
computer process the data and the result of the internet usage will
compare with the student’s result of every semester. From the
information, the computer will formulate the data and see the
algorithm of both variables. The results will show in the dashboard
in a meaningful way to create the knowledge.
A short time later, the outcomes indicate doesn't mean anything and
faulty without thinking examination which allude as understanding
the data. The field of thinking and learning by Human Cognition
Model proposed by Green et.al [38] relies upon the Decision Making
Model to created elective arrangements dependent on the
representation. These options require the thinking investigation to
process and deciphering the consequences of the computational
examinations and the information which has been exhibited inside
the perception. After the model has been produced, it will choose the
best strategy and offer proposal to instructive organization to settle
on the best choice to enhance understudies' execution.
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Figure 4: Relating the process model to improve student’s performance

5. Conclusion
This paper has presented prescriptive visualization model by
focusing on students’ academic performance, which assists
institution of higher learning while making a decision. The findings
of this study will contribute to the benefit of education institutions in
assessing the extent of the impact on student achievement with all
the facilities provided by the universities. Based on the result, the
organizations may take any action that it needs to make
improvements or to be controlled for the purpose of learning.
Besides, scholastic issues and instructors advantage for
distinguishing the impact of web utilization on understudies'
scholarly execution and if the essential choice for blocking or
making some confinement for use of any sites amid the examination
time frame. Moreover, this study will be helpful to the individual
and organizations by making a process that is more efficient in
choosing the best way to visualize information. It also serves as a
future reference for researchers on the domain of knowledge.
Besides, this study adds new information to the literature by
integrating some elements of knowledge generation and decision
making models towards obtaining prescriptive visualization model
of student’s performance. The future study of this study would
come up with a prototype to evaluate the prescriptive visualization
model in Figure 3.
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